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We review advancements in incoherent digital holography (IDH) with an image sensor
and its applications to multidimensional microscopy and a palm-sized hologram
recorder termed “holosensor”. There are two types of representative IDH
technique: IDH with a structured illumination and a single photodetector termed
optical scanning holography and self-interference IDH. The latter IDH is a
technique to obtain an incoherent digital hologram by modulating an incoherent
light wave between an object and an image sensor. Multidimensional information
such as three-dimensional space and wavelengths is simultaneously recorded without
changing optical filters by introducing interferometric techniques invented in laser
holography. Applications to high-speed color-multiplexed holographic fluorescence
microscopy, single-shot incoherent full-color holographic microscopy with white light,
and a palm-sized multidimensional incoherent hologram recorder have been
developed using multidimensional IDH systems. Schematics and experimental
results obtained using IDH techniques, incoherent holographic microscopy
systems, and compact IDH systems are introduced.

Keywords: incoherent digital holography, digital holography, digital holographic microscopy, color holography,
three-dimensional microscopy, holographic fluorescence microscopy, computational coherent superposition,
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1 INTRODUCTION

Multidimensional imaging is one of the most actively researched themes in both science and
industry. Multidimensional information, such as three-dimensional (3D), wavelength, and
polarization images, has been applied to observe realistic scenes of remote locations, microscopic
and nanoscopic fields of view, and invisible images at infrared wavelength bands. 3D information is
important, particularly when a person and a machine perceive and observe 3D structures of samples
and scenes. Color and polarization information is useful for accurately identifying and distinguishing
objects. Image sensors at various wavelength bands and polarization-imaging cameras have been
developed, and multimodal imaging with such sensors has been performed to date. Multiple image
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sensors and various optical filters are generally used to record
multidimensional information. However, advanced optical
techniques have been desired to make it possible to realize a
compact multidimensional imaging system.

Incoherent digital holography (IDH) is an optical technique of
3D imaging with a single sensor. 3D information of a light wave is
recorded using light interference. A hologram is digitally
recorded even for a spatially incoherent light wave. The 3D
image of a light wave is reconstructed from the recorded
hologram using a computer. Multiple image sensors are not
required for 3D imaging. The invention of IDH originated
from the proposal of incoherent holography (Lohmann, 1965).
Lohmann proposed several optical implementations including
self-interference and self-reference holography to obtain a
hologram of spatially incoherent light and demonstrated
holographic imaging with an implementation (Lohmann and
Bryngdahl, 1968). After that, Poon et al. invented IDH with a
single photodetector termed optical scanning holography (OSH)
(Poon and Korpel, 1979; Poon, 1985). OSH is a single-pixel DH
technique with a structured illumination. By exploiting point-
spread-function (PSF) engineering of illumination light and a
temporal heterodyne technique, one can encode 3D information
of fluorescence light as time-series intensity values. The 3D
information of fluorescence light is recorded by a single
photodetector. Holographic fluorescence microscopy was
initially invented with OSH in 1997 (Schilling et al., 1997),
and IDH imaging was performed for fluorescence light. On
the other hand, research on incoherent holography with a 2D
recording material has been continued. Sirat and Psaltis proposed
and experimentally demonstrated an incoherent holography
system equipped with a birefringent material and polarizers to
generate interference light, and they termed the technique
conoscopic holography (CH) (Sirat and Psaltis, 1985). CH has
been implemented with a unique phase-shifting interferometry
(PSI) system employing a liquid crystal phase modulator and a
rotational amplitude mask (Mugnier and Sirat, 1992; Mugnier
et al., 1993; Mugnier, 1995). Such a single-path polarimetric
interferometer contributes to the construction of today’s
compact IDH system. Then, Yoshimori proposed an IDH
technique to conduct hyperspectral 3D imaging of natural
light based on Fourier spectroscopy (Yoshimori, 2001). After
that, Rosen and Brooker proposed an IDH technique that adopts
a phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) both to construct a
self-interference IDH system and to conduct PSI, and the
technique was termed Fresnel incoherent correlation
holography (FINCH) (Rosen and Brooker, 2007). An
incoherent digital hologram is obtained without the use of a
structured illumination, and incoherent holographic imaging is
conducted with several exposures. Application to holographic
fluorescence microscopy with an image sensor was demonstrated
(Rosen and Brooker, 2008), and then PSF improvement in
incoherent imaging by FINCH was achieved (Rosen et al.,
2011). As another application of IDH, Kim performed high-
quality incoherent holographic imaging, including full-color 3D
imaging of an outdoor scene illuminated by sunlight (Kim, 2013;
Clark and Kim, 2015). From these research achievements, IDH
can be applied to the holographic imaging of various light waves.

Progress on IDH comes from exploiting optical devices and state-
of-the art holographic techniques that are invented in incoherent
and laser holography. An image sensor with a wide dynamic
range and low noise enables us to record low-visibility incoherent
holograms. The combination of PSI (Bruning et al., 1974;
Yamaguchi and Zhang, 1997) with a phase-only SLM or a
highly accurate piezo actuator improves image quality because
undesired-order diffraction images are removed by digital signal
processing based on interferometry. Further advancement of IDH
is expected by adopting a laser holography technique to IDH.

Research on laser DH has been continuously conducted, and
techniques invented in laser DH have been actively adopted to
IDH in the last 5 years: single-shot IDH (Tahara et al., 2017a;
Nobukawa et al., 2018; Choi et al., 2019; Tahara et al., 2020a;
Liang et al., 2020) with single-shot phase-shifting (SSPS) (Zhu
and Ueda, 2003; Awatsuji et al., 2004; Millerd et al., 2004), single-
path multiwavelength-multiplexed IDH (Tahara et al., 2019;
Tahara et al., 2020b; Hara et al., 2020; Tahara et al., 2021a;
Tahara et al., 2021b) based on computational coherent
superposition (CCS) (Tahara et al., 2015a; Tahara et al.,
2015b; Tahara et al., 2017b; Tahara et al., 2018a), and single-
shot multicolor IDH techniques (Tahara et al., 2020c; Tahara
et al., 2021). Applications of IDH, such as multidimensional
holographic microscopy with incoherent light and the palm-sized
hologram recorder “holosensor” (Tahara, 2021; Tahara and Oi,
2021; Tahara et al., 2021; Tahara et al., 2021c), are proposed using
the developed IDH techniques. In this review, IDH techniques are
explained and applications to multidimensional microscopy and
holosensor are introduced.

2 INCOHERENT DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY

IDH is implemented by PSF engineering of an illumination light
wave or an object wave. OSH is for the former and other proposed
IDH techniques are for the latter. Figure 1 illustrates examples of
IDH with a structure illumination, which is termed OSH, and
IDH with self-interference light. Figure 1A is a schematic of
OSH. A Gabor zone plate (GZP) pattern illuminates an object.
The generation of the GZP pattern means PSF engineering of
illumination light in 3D space. The GZP pattern moves along an
X-Y plane. A single-pixel photo detector records time-sequence
intensity data and this data contains 3D information of the object.
A 3D image without the zeroth-order diffraction wave and the
conjugate image is reconstructed using a temporal heterodyne
technique. This technique is categorized as single-pixel DH and
spatially incoherent DH. A book and comprehensive review
articles for OSH have been written by experts to date, and
these will help readers understand DH techniques with a
single photodetector (Poon, 2007; Ting-Chung Poon et al.,
1996; Poon, 2009; Liu et al., 2018). Figures 1B,C are
schematics of self-interference IDH using rotational and radial
shears, respectively. A shear is utilized to generate self-
interference in many IDH techniques. Yoshimori and co-
workers have proposed and experimentally demonstrated
hyperspectral 3D imaging with commonly used light by
constructing a Michelson-type IDH system utilizing a
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rotational shear shown in Figure 1B (Yoshimori, 2001;
Teeranutranont and Yoshimori, 2013). Kim and co-workers
and other researchers have proposed a Michelson-type self-
interference IDH system using a concave mirror to generate a
radial shear shown in Figure 1C (Kim, 2012; Hong and Kim,
2013; Kim, 2013). Kim has demonstrated full-color 3D imaging of
an outdoor scene using sunlight and the IDH system. As another
way, IDH has also been implemented with Mach-Zehnder-type
radial shearing self-interference interferometer by many
researchers (Pedrini et al., 2012; Naik et al., 2014).
Furthermore, a unique IDH technique exploiting the nature of
coherence has been proposed by Takeda et al., which is termed
Coherence holography (Takeda et al., 2005; Naik et al., 2009).

A self-interference IDH system using an image sensor
described above adopts one of two-arm interferometers and
tolerance against external vibration is a serious problem. It is
said that an IDH system has been constructed on a wagon table to
record phase-shifted incoherent holograms of an outdoor scene.
However, motion-picture recording for the scene has not been
successfully demonstrated until now. It seems that this is because
it is difficult to stably record phase-shifted holograms. Therefore,

such IDH systems have been constructed on an anti-vibration
table to obtain the reproductivity. On the other hand, a single-path
self-interference IDH system is highly stable and enables us to
construct an IDH system on a commonly used table. It is notable
that such a phase-shifting IDH system using an image sensor was,
in my knowledge, initially proposed in 1990s, based on CH
(Mugnier and Sirat, 1992; Mugnier et al., 1993; Mugnier,
1995). In this section, we describe CH as an important single-
path polarimetric interferometer and then IDH techniques with a
single-path interferometer and an image sensor.

2.1 Conoscopic Holography
CH (Sirat and Psaltis, 1985) was proposed for recording 3D
information of incoherent light as an incoherent hologram. The
main feature of CH is that it enables us to construct a compact
single-path incoherent holography system by exploiting the
polarization of light. CH is also useful for IDH and we briefly
explain the technique. Figure 2 illustrates the schematic of CH. In
the initially proposed system (Sirat and Psaltis, 1985), between an
incoherent object-wave point and an image sensor, a polarizer, a
birefringent material, and an analyzer are set to generate self-

FIGURE 1 | Schematics of (A) OSH and self-interference IDH with (B) rotational and (C) radial shears.

FIGURE 2 | Schematics of conoscopic holography using (A) a chemical recording material and (B) unique PSI and an image sensor.
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interference light of the object wave as shown in Figure 2. A
polarizer aligns the polarization direction of the object wave. A
birefringent material such as a crystal introduces different
wavefront modulations against the orthogonally polarized light
waves. In Figure 2, a birefringent material has fast and slow axes
for vertical and horizontal directions. Two wavefronts of
vertically and horizontally polarized object waves are
generated from an object wave. Different wavefront curvature
radii are introduced to the orthogonal polarizations when using a
birefringent lens or a thick birefringent plate. An analyzer aligns
the polarization directions of the two waves, and the two waves
interfere with each other when the optical-path-length difference
is carefully adjusted. A recording material such as a photographic
plate and a film records an interference fringe image. Here, a 3D
object illuminated by spatially incoherent light is regarded as the
summation of spatially incoherent object-wave points in 3D
space. Therefore, incoherent superpositions of GZP patterns of
multiple object-wave points are formed on the recording
material, and the formed image is recorded as an incoherent
hologram of the 3D object. A 3D image of the object is optically
reconstructed using the recorded incoherent hologram.
Undesired-order diffraction images such as zeroth-order
diffraction light and the conjugate image are suppressed with
optical filtering in CH. A clear interference fringe pattern is
formed owing to the proposed single-path polarimetric
interferometer. Then, CH has adopted PSI with the designed
PSI method to remove undesired-order diffraction waves.
Figure 2B illustrates its schematic. A liquid crystal phase
modulator and a designed amplitude mask attached with a
rotational stage are set to conduct the designed PSI. The
detailed explanations can be seen in refs. (Mugnier and Sirat,
1992; Mugnier et al., 1993; Mugnier, 1995). It is notable that
phase-shifting DH was proposed and implemented for CH and
spatially incoherent light before the proposal of famous phase-
shifting DH using a laser (Yamaguchi and Zhang, 1997).

2.2 Fresnel Incoherent Correlation
Holography
FINCH (Rosen and Brooker, 2007; Rosen et al., 2019) is an IDH
technique exploiting a phase-only SLM and digital signal

processing based on DH with PSI. Instead of a solid
birefringent material, FINCH adopts a diffractive optical
element as shown in Figure 3. A liquid crystal on silicon SLM
(LCoS-SLM) is set to generate two object waves with different
wavefront curvature radii. Phase-shifted Fresnel phase lens
patterns are displayed on the LCoS-SLM, and phase-shifted
incoherent holograms are sequentially recorded by changing
the phases of the phase lenses. A compact single-path phase-
shifting IDH system has been realized by exploiting the LCoS-
SLM as a two-wavefront generator and a phase shifter. Space-
division (Rosen and Brooker, 2007) and polarization (Brooker
et al., 2011) multiplexing techniques were proposed to generate
two waves. PSF improvement in incoherent imaging was clarified
after the experimental demonstrations (Rosen et al., 2011).
FINCH has clarified that IDH is effective for not only
incoherent holographic 3D imaging but also improving the
resolution in general incoherent imaging techniques.

2.3 Computational Coherent Superposition
Incoherent Digital Holography
DH techniques that are invented in laser holography contribute
to the development of IDH. OSH and FINCH have demonstrated
incoherent 3D imaging without undesired-order diffraction
images by applying digital signal processing based on
interferometry. Progress on laser DH techniques is continuing,
and PSI selectively extracting wavelength information was
invented (Tahara et al., 2015a; Tahara et al., 2015b; Tahara
et al., 2017b; Tahara et al., 2018a). Not only 3D information
but also wavelengths and polarization directions are
simultaneously and selectively extracted with PSI by
introducing different phase shifts for different physical
information (Tahara et al., 2018a). Therefore,
multidimensional information (3D space, phase, wavelengths,
and polarization) are multiplexed on the image sensor plane with
phase shifts and individually reconstructed by applying the PSI
technique. This PSI is termed the computational coherent
superposition (CCS) scheme and CCS has been applied to
IDH (Tahara et al., 2019; Tahara et al., 2020b; Hara et al.,
2020; Tahara et al., 2021a; Tahara et al., 2021b). Figure 4
shows the schematic of CCS applied to IDH. CCS-IDH is
implemented with arbitrary IDH systems that adopt PSI.
Figures 4A,B are the combinations of CCS with FINCH and
CH, respectively. The main difference of CCS from CH and
FINCH is the recording of wavelength-multiplexed phase-shifted
incoherent holograms. Wavelength information is
simultaneously recorded without changing optical filters and
obtained with digital signal processing based on CCS. The
combination of CCS and FINCH is implemented by
introducing an LCoS-SLM whose phase modulation range is
sufficiently wide to apply a CCS algorithm (Hara et al., 2020).
This is because different phase shifts for different wavelength
bands should be introduced in CCS. The LCoS-SLM displays
phase-shifted Fresnel phase lens patterns that are required for
CCS-FINCH. The high spatial resolution of an LCoS-SLM
enables us to generate fine interference fringes and to conduct
high-resolution incoherent holographic 3D imaging. However, a

FIGURE 3 | Schematic of Fresnel incoherent correlation holography.
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diffractive optical element has strong selectivity and dependence
in wavelength. A Fresnel phase lens works as a lens correctly only
for the designed wavelength. Diffraction efficiency is decreased,
and undesired-order diffraction waves are generated, as the
wavelength of the incident light is different from the designed
wavelength. Such a problem causes multiple object-image
generations and image-quality degradations. To solve this
problem, CCS is combined with CH as another optical
implementation as shown in Figure 4B (Tahara et al., 2019;
Tahara et al., 2020b; Tahara et al., 2021a; Tahara et al., 2021b).
The combination of CCS with CH is implemented by inserting an
electrically driven polarization-sensitive phase modulator such as
a liquid crystal phase retarder or a nonlinear optical element. A
liquid crystal generally has wavelength dependence for phase
shifts and therefore applicable to phase encoding required for
CCS. An SLM is not always required when using the IDH system
shown in Figure 4B. Figure 4C illustrates the flow of the image-
reconstruction algorithm of CCS-IDH. From the recorded
wavelength-multiplexed phase-shifted incoherent holograms,
multiwavelength object waves are selectively extracted using a
CCS algorithm. As mathematical expressions, where Aok (x, y)
and ϕk (x, y) are respectively the amplitude and phase
distributions at wavelength λk, k = 1, . . . , N is the number of
the wavelength bands, αkl is the lth phase shift at a wavelength λk,

Ck is a coefficient, j is the imaginary unit, and I0th (x, y) is the
summation of zeroth-order diffraction waves, the relationship
between I (x, y; α1l, . . . , αkl, . . . , αNl) and complex amplitude
distributions at wavelengthsUk (x, y) = CkAok (x, y) [cos ϕk (x, y) +
j sin ϕk (x, y)] is expressed as

I � PU , (1)
where

I �

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

I1(x, y)
I2(x, y)
I3(x, y)

·
·
·

I2N(x, y)
I2N+1(x, y)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (2)

P �

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 1 0 · · · 1 0
1 cos α11 sin α11 · · · cos αN1 sin αN1

1 cos α12 sin α12 · · · cos αN2 sin αN2

· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
1 cos α1(2N−1) sin α1(2N−1) · · · cos αN(2N−1) sin αN(2N−1)
1 cos α1(2N) sin α1(2N) · · · cos αN(2N) sin αN(2N)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (3)

FIGURE 4 | Schematic of CCS-IDH. CCS-IDH systems combined with (A) FINCH and (B) CH. (C) Flow of the image-reconstruction algorithm of CCS.
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U �

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

I0th(x, y)
C1Ao1(x, y) cos ϕo1(x, y)
C1Ao1(x, y) sinϕo1(x, y)·

·
·

CNAoN(x, y) cos ϕoN(x, y)
CNAoN(x, y) sinϕoN(x, y)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (4)

Then, complex amplitude distributions at multiple
wavelengths are derived by solving

U � P−1I, (5)
Equation 5 means that object waves at multiple wavelengths

are selectively extracted from multiplexed holograms using CCS.
Diffraction integrals are calculated for the retrieved
multiwavelength object waves, and a multiwavelength 3D
image of the object is reconstructed.

It is noted that phase shifts are introduced to respective
wavelengths simultaneously. Arbitrary phase shifts can be set to
α1l, . . . , αNl in Eq. 3.WhenP is a regularmatrix,N-wavelength object
waves are generally derived from 2N + 1 wavelength-multiplexed
phase-shifted holograms. A small condition number of P should be
selected for a CCS algorithm, and phase shifts to set a small condition
number should be designed for high-quality imaging. The image
quality becomes higher as the condition number becomes smaller.
The design of the smallest P using the prepared phase shifter and the
measured wavelengths is effective. This is due to the numerical
stability of a CCS algorithm and finite signal-to-noise ratio and
finite bit depth of the recorded digital images.

2.4 Single-Shot Phase-Shifting Incoherent
Digital Holography
Single-shot phase-shifting (SSPS) DH (Zhu and Ueda, 2003;
Millerd et al., 2004; Awatsuji et al., 2004) is a technique used
in laser holography and has been applied to IDH (Tahara et al.,

2017a; Nobukawa et al., 2018; Choi et al., 2019; Liang et al., 2020;
Tahara et al., 2020a). Several optical implementations have been
presented in IDH to date. Figure 5 shows examples of optical
implementations in SSPS-IDH. SSPS-IDH can be implemented
with the combinations of optical systems in SSPS with FINCH
(Tahara et al., 2017a; Tahara and Sato, 2019), geometric phase
lens (es) (Choi et al., 2019; Liang et al., 2020; Tahara et al., 2020a),
and a grating (Nobukawa et al., 2018). SSPS is implemented using
the polarization of interference light and a polarization-imaging
camera (Millerd et al., 2004). FINCH also utilizes polarization
light and can be easily combined with SSPS as shown in
Figure 5A (Tahara et al., 2017a; Tahara and Sato, 2019). On
the other hand, the use of a geometric phase lens for IDH was
proposed and then several IDH systems have been presented
(Choi et al., 2019; Liang et al., 2020; Choi et al., 2018). A geometric
phase lens generates two circularly polarized light waves whose
polarization is orthogonal. This feature is suitable for
implementing self-interference DH with SSPS and therefore
applicable to SSPS-IDH. After that, a thin SSPS-IDH system
without a refractive lens was proposed as shown in Figure 5B
(Tahara et al., 2020a; Tahara and Oi, 2021). In SSPS, multiple
phase-shifted holograms are simultaneously recorded by space-
division multiplexing as shown in Figure 5C (Zhu and Ueda,
2003; Awatsuji et al., 2004; Millerd et al., 2004). A de-mosaicking
procedure is conducted in a computer, and then an image-
reconstruction algorithm of PSDH is applied with multiple de-
mosaicked holograms to reconstruct a holographic 3D image of
the object. Note that single-shot incoherent holographic 3D
imaging is conducted with a compact single-path IDH system
(Tahara and Oi, 2021).

3 APPLICATIONS OF INCOHERENT
DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY

IDH has potential to considerably extend the applicability of DH.
Laser light is no longer mandatory when using IDH. Any light

FIGURE 5 | Schematic of SSPS-IDH. SSPS-IDH systems combined with (A) FINCH and (B) geometric phase lenses. (C) Flow of the image-reconstruction
algorithm of SSPS.
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source including self-luminous light and natural light can be
recorded as a hologram. Various techniques such as 3D
microscopy for self-luminous light (Schilling et al., 1997;
Rosen and Brooker, 2008; Jang et al., 2015; Yanagawa et al.,
2015; Quan et al., 2017; Liebel et al., 2020a; Liebel et al., 2020b;
Kumar et al., 2020; Marar and Kner, 2020; Potcoava et al., 2021),
3D imaging with a single image sensor (Kim, 2013; Clark and
Kim, 2015; Jang et al., 2015; Vijayakumar et al., 2016;
Vijayakumar and Rosen, 2017; Nobukawa et al., 2018; Choi
et al., 2019; Nobukawa et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020; Tahara
et al., 2021d; Wu et al., 2021; Yoneda et al., 2021; Tahara et al.,
2022), 3D thermal measurement (Imbe, 2019), and spectroscopic
3D imaging (Yoshimori, 2001; Teeranutranont and Yoshimori,
2013; Naik et al., 2014; Kalenkov et al., 2019) have been proposed
to date. Research on applications of IDH is ongoing and a
challenging theme. In this section, applications of IDH to
multidimensional microscopy and the holosensor are presented.

3.1 Incoherent Digital Holographic
Microscopy: Microscopy Application of
Incoherent Digital Holography
Incoherent digital holographic microscopy (IDHM) is considered a
prospective application of IDH. In the field of microscopy, it is
important to record both 3D information and wavelength
information simultaneously with weak illumination-light intensity
and a compact optical setup. In the fluorescence microscopy
application, wavelength information is used as the label for
molecule compositions. Measurements with weak illumination-
light intensity are required to suppress phototoxicity in cells and
to conduct high-speed sensing of molecules. Full-color 3D imaging
and restoration as quantitative and digital information are also highly
required for Raman scattering microscopy and the widely used
optical microscopy with a halogen lamp. Hyperspectral incoherent
holography with a two-arm interferometer has been proposed as a
conventional spectroscopic and incoherent holographic 3D imaging
technique (Yoshimori, 2001; Teeranutranont and Yoshimori, 2013;
Naik et al., 2014; Kalenkov et al., 2019). However, tolerance against
vibrations is low owing to the use of a two-arm interferometer.
However, two arms were required to adopt a temporal heterodyne
technique in IDH with the Fourier spectroscopy. To solve this
problem is one of the challenging research topics in
multiwavelength IDH. In this section we present several ways to
solve this problem.

3.1.1 CCS Incoherent Digital Holographic Microscopy
We can realize spectroscopic IDHM with high tolerance against
external vibrations, using CCS-IDH.We have constructed a CCS-
IDHM system that is shown in Figure 6 to apply a novel type of
spectroscopic IDHM. CCS-IDHM is composed of a CCS-IDH
system and an incoherent optical microscope (Tahara et al.,
2020b; Tahara et al., 2021a; Tahara et al., 2021b). An optical
microscope with incoherent light such as self-luminous light
including fluorescence light, Raman scattering light, thermal
light generated from a halogen lamp, and light generated from
a light-emitting diode (LED) can be combined with a CCS-IDH
system. The magnified 3D image of a specimen is irradiated from

the output port of the microscope, and the magnified 3D image
that is focused on the intermediate plane is treated as the 3D
specimen in the CCS-IDH system. Figure 6 also shows the single-
path wavelength-multiplexed IDH system constructed as
described in section 2.3, which provides high tolerance against
vibrations in spectroscopic holographic interferometry. A full-
color holographic 3D microscope with a halogen lamp and a
multiband-pass filter was constructed to first demonstrate CCS-
IDHM (Tahara et al., 2020b). Experiments on HE-stained mouse
kidney cells were successfully conducted. Then, PSF
improvement in full-color incoherent imaging was achieved
(Rosen et al., 2021). The CCS-IDH system was also combined
with a fluorescence microscope, and color-multiplexed
holographic fluorescence microscopy was presented (Tahara
et al., 2021a; Tahara et al., 2021b). In the experimental
demonstration, fluorescence-stained HeLa cells were prepared.
Cell nuclei and cell bodies were stained by different fluorescence
markers. As a result, different molecule compositions were
labelled by different fluorescence light wavelengths. Detailed
conditions for cell staining and the constructed optical setup
were described in (Tahara et al., 2021a). Figure 7 shows the
experimental results, which indicate that a monochrome image
sensor records wavelength-multiplexed fluorescence holograms,
and wavelengths are successfully separated by the CCS. Different
molecule compositions are separately obtained by wavelength
separations, and focused color fluorescence images of the cells are
reconstructed. It is expected that CCS-IDHM is applied to
spontaneous Raman imaging and works as multicolor
holographic Raman scattering microscopy with a single-path
wavelength-multiplexed interferometer.

3.1.2 Full-Color SSPS-IDHM With White Light
Utilization of SSPS-IDH is also effective as another way to realize
multiwavelength IDHM with high tolerance against external

FIGURE 6 |Constructed CCS-IDHM system. (A) Schematic of the entire
microscopy system. (B) Photograph of the constructed CCS-IDH system.
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vibrations. Currently, one can construct an SSPS-IDH system
(Tahara et al., 2017a; Nobukawa et al., 2018; Choi et al., 2019;
Liang et al., 2020; Tahara et al., 2020a; Tahara and Sato, 2019).
Optical components and a polarization-imaging camera shown in
Figures 5A,B are commercially available and can be obtained at a
low cost. In comparison to CCS-IDHM, higher-temporal
resolution is obtained using SSPS-IDHM with a color
polarization-imaging camera. Full-color holographic 3D
imaging with SSPS-IDHM and a halogen lamp was
experimentally demonstrated. Figure 8A shows a photograph of
one of the constructed SSPS-IDHM systems. The constructed system
is composed of an optical microscope with a halogen lamp and an
SSPS-IDH system. The SSPS-IDH system treats the magnified 3D
image that is focused on the intermediate plane as the 3D specimen.
In the constructed SSPS-IDH system, the relay optics is set to collect
the light wave of the magnified specimen and to conduct Fourier
transform (FT) and inverse FT optically. Polarization-directed flat
lenses that are ones of geometric phase lenses are set on the FT plane
of relay optics for shift-invariant PSF engineering. A red, green, and
blue (RGB) color-filter array of a polarization-imaging color camera
selects a wavelength band from the continuous spectral bandwidth of
white light generated from a halogen lamp. RGB channels of the

color-filter array select the corresponding RGB wavelength
bandwidths. The selected bandwidths are within 100 nm. With
the color-filter array, not only RGB color information is obtained
but also temporal coherency is improved. Detailed experimental
conditions are described in (Tahara et al., 2020a). Figure 9 shows
the experimental results, which indicate that both color information
and 3D information are reconstructed from the recorded single
incoherent hologram. Defocused images on the image sensor
plane can be seen at red and green channels, although a focused
image was obtained at the blue channel as shown in Figures 9A–C.
This is attributable to the chromatic aberration of optical elements in
the constructed SSPS-IDH system. However, focused images at RGB
channels are obtained by the digital refocusing of DH as shown in
Figures 9D–G. The results indicate that aberration can be
compensated with digital signal processing based on holography.
Thus, single-shot incoherent color 3D imaging of the specimen is
successfully performed. An application to color holographic
fluorescence microscopy was also attempted.

3.1.3 The Combination of CCS and SSPS for IDHM
Single-shot wavelength-multiplexed IDH is realized by
combining CCS-IDH and SSPS-IDH (Tahara et al., 2020c).

FIGURE 7 | Experimental results for the demonstration of color-multiplexed holographic fluorescencemicroscopy. (A)One of the recordedwavelength-multiplexed
holograms obtained by a monochrome image sensor. Reconstructed fluorescence-light images of (B) cell bodies and (C) cell nuclei. (D) Color-merged image of (B)
and (C).

FIGURE 8 | (A) Photograph of the constructed SSPS-IDHM system for single-shot full-color holographic imaging with white light. Adapted with permission from
(Tahara et al., 2020a)© IOP Publishing.
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Here, we call the combined technique single-shot CCS (SS-CCS)
IDH. Figure 10 shows the schematic of the SS-CCS IDH. Light
generated from objects/specimens is converted two light waves by
an IDH system using polarization. A monochrome image sensor
with a wavelength-dependent polarization-sensitive phase-
modulation (WPP) array and a polarizer records two light
waves as a wavelength-multiplexed self-interference hologram.
In the recorded hologram, the information of multiple
wavelength-multiplexed holograms required for CCS is
contained, based on space-division multiplexing of holograms.
Instead of a micropolarizer array, aWPP array is inserted to apply
both CCS and SSPS. De-mosaicking procedure used for pixelated/
parallel PSI can also be applied to the recorded single image and
then complex amplitude distributions at multiple wavelengths are
retrieved using a CCS algorithm. A multiwavelength 3D image is
reconstructed by numerical focusing such as diffraction integrals.

A WPP array was developed to combine the two IDH
techniques. Figure 11 shows the schematic of the WPP array
and a photograph of the image sensor with the WPP array. Each
WPP cell is composed of a photonic crystal, and a photonic-crystal
array is fabricated by the self-cloning technique (Sato et al., 2007).
The phase shifts of cells A, C, D, and E at the wavelength of 532 nm
are 240, 107, 213, and 320°. Wavelength dependency of the phase
shift of the photonic crystal fabricated is used for a CCS algorithm.
More detail of the developed image sensor is described in ref.
(Tahara et al., 2020c). We have constructed an SS-CCS IDHM
system to experimentally show its validity, which is the
combination of a fluorescence microscope, a CCS-IDH system,
and the image sensor. Detailed experimental conditions are
described in (Tahara et al., 2020c). Experimental results shown
in Figure 12 indicate that fluorescence object waves at different
wavelength bands are selectively extracted, and 3D information at
respective wavelength bands is reconstructed successfully.
Different types of fluorescence particles are identified using
wavelength separations with CCS. Experimental results show

that SS-CCS IDHM performs color 3D imaging of fluorescence
light from the single wavelength-multiplexed hologram.
Improvements of image quality and frame rate are ongoing, and
color 3D motion-picture recording of incoherent holograms with
more than 70 fps and 4 megapixels has been performed to date
(Tahara et al., 2021).

3.2 Compact Hologram
Recorder—Holosensor–
As described in the section 2, an IDH system can be constructed
with a small-size optical setup. A compact and portable hologram
recorder is strongly desired in many fields of scientific research
and industry. We introduce our compact hologram recorders,
which is termed holosensor.

3.2.1 Multiplexed Holosensor Based on CCS-IDH
CCS-IDH is implemented with a compact optical system by adopting
CHwithout an amplitude mask. In previous sections, we have shown
how a compact system can be constructed in comparison with a two-
arm laser interferometer. However, a more compact optical system
can be constructed. Figure 13A shows the schematic of the basic
concept of the ultimately compact hologram recorder based on CCS-
IDH (Tahara, 2021; Tahara et al., 2021; Tahara et al., 2021c). Such a
hologram recorder is composed of the integrations of the optical
elements shown in Figure 4B. As a first step, we have succeeded in
designing and constructing the holosensor as shown in Figures
13B,C. Experimental results with the prototypes of the CCS-
holosensor can be seen in (Tahara et al., 2021; Tahara et al., 2021c).

Color imaging and 3D imaging have been performed using the
developed CCS-holosensors (Tahara et al., 2021; Tahara et al., 2021c).
However, several research topics are raised. Measurement speed is
closely related to the speed of phase shifts and the frame rate. A
compact and transparent polarimetric phase modulator is
commercially available. A liquid crystal is used for such a phase

FIGURE 9 | Experimental results of full-color imaging of USAF1951 test target. Images reconstructed on the image sensor plane at (A) red, (B) green, and (C) blue
channels. Images numerically focused on the magnified image plane at (D) red, (E) green, and (F) blue channels. (G) Color-synthesized image from (D–F). Adapted with
permission from (Tahara et al., 2020)© The Optical Society.
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modulator, and its working speed is much lower than the video rate.
Although theworking speed ismuch improved by using a high-speed
LCoS-SLM, the size of the CCS-holosensor is increased. The size is
also increased when using a Faraday rotator (Ueda and Takuma,
1984). A high-speed, compact, and transparent polarimetric phase
modulator is strongly desired for the CCS-holosensor. Otherwise, an
architectural design for constructing a compact optical system with
an LCoS-SLM is required. As another research theme, careful design
of birefringentmaterials is important. The resolution of IDH is closely
related to the pitch of interference fringes. A curvature-radius
difference between the two object waves should be large to
generate a fine interference fringe image. A transparent material
with a large birefringence is effective for the generation of a fine
interference fringe image. However, the optical-path-length
difference increases as the curvature-radius difference increases.
The coherence length is small in IDH and interference fringes
easily disappear. Therefore, the optical-path-length difference is
adjusted by inserting a birefringent phase plate. After that, an
image sensor to record a fine interference fringe image should be
selected, considering the sampling theorem.

The initially developed wavelength-multiplexed holosensor is
palm-sized. Phase-shift error owing to vibrations was a serious
problem in two-arm laser holography with CCS. Accurate phase
shifts are mandatory for CCS, and object-wave extraction at the
desired wavelength easily fails if a phase-shift error occurs. A
single-path IDH system achieved high tolerance against
vibrations and reduction of phase-shift error during recording
of holograms. Integrations of optical elements and construction
of an extremely compact optical system will further help to
achieve accurate multidimensional measurement with CCS. A

chip-sized hologram recorder will be realized in the near future by
integrating the optical elements.

3.2.2 Single-Shot Holosensor Based on IDH With
SSPS and SS-CCS
A single-shot multidimensional compact hologram recorder can be
fabricated using IDHwith SSPS and SS-CCS. Figure 14 illustrates the
schematics. These systems can be constructed by integrating optical
elements in the optical systems of SSPS and SS-CCS IDH. Figure 14A
shows the integrated system shown in Figure 5. Figure 14B is the
combination of Figure 13A and the image sensor with aWPP array.
The finest pitch of interference fringes is determined by the design of
birefringent materials and the pixel pitch of each phase-shifted
holograms. A palm-sized single-shot holosensor can be
constructed using commercially available optical elements and a
polarization-imaging camera. As an experimental demonstration,
we have developed a prototype of a single-shot holosensor based
on SSPS as shown in Figure 15A (Tahara and Oi, 2021). With this
single-shot holosensor, an object wave generated with an LED is
recorded with a single-shot exposure of an image sensor as shown in
Figure 15B. A focused object image is successfully reconstructed
from a pixelated incoherent image as shown in Figure 15C. Detailed
experimental conditions are described in (Tahara and Oi, 2021).

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Various IDH techniques have been proposed and continuously
researched to date. We discuss the comparative merits of the
introduced multidimensional IDH techniques. Table 1 shows the

FIGURE 10 | Schematic of SS-CCS IDH.
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characteristics of various IDH techniques on tolerance against
vibrations and information capacities for spatial, temporal, and
wavelength imaging. Firstly, we discuss tolerance against
vibrations and spatial and temporal information capacities.
Spatial and temporal specifications of OSH depend on the
range and speed of scan of illumination light and pitch of a
GZP pattern. Tolerance against external vibrations is improved
using a temporal heterodyne technique. CH is a spatially
incoherent polarimetric phase-shifting DH technique. However,
the use of a birefringent lens is not adopted. As a result, the
resolution is limited although 3D imaging has been performed
successfully. IDH has been implemented with various two-arm
interferometers and many research achievements have been
reported. However, tolerance against external vibrations is a
problem. Coherence holography adopts Sagnac interferometer
and is highly tolerant to external vibrations. Single-shot
holographic imaging of spatially incoherent light has been
demonstrated experimentally using an off-axis interferometer
(Takeda et al., 2005; Naik et al., 2009) and therefore high
temporal information capacity is obtained. On the other hand,
spatial information capacity is limited owing to the use of an off-
axis geometry. FINCH has clarified that, light sources with limited
temporal coherency such as a lamp and an LED are recorded with
a bandpass filter as holograms and in-plane PSF is improved at the
cost of depth resolution. FINCH has been combined with PSI and
off-axis holography. Therefore, spatial and temporal information
capacities are flexibly designed. COACH improves depth
resolution in comparison to self-interference DH with radial
shearing. However, the acquisition of a PSF library on the
measured 3D area is required. In IDH with a spatially
incoherent light source containing single wavelength band,
SSPS-IDH has contributed to the improvement of the product
of spatial and temporal information capacities. Single-shot

imaging can be conducted with an in-line configuration by
using SSPS. In comparison to the off-axis geometry, space-
bandwidth product (SBWP) is improved, and the visibility of
interference fringes is improved by using an in-line configuration.
As a result, field of view (FOV) extension owing to the increase of
the SBWP and image-quality improvement owing to the
enhancement of visibility are achieved in principle.

IDH for speckleless color holographic 3D imaging is a highly
interested research theme. Using such an IDH technique,
spatially and temporally incoherent light is recorded as
incoherent hologram (s). Wavelength information is recorded
using various wavelength-sensing techniques presented in DH
(Tankam et al., 2010; Tahara et al., 2018b) and IDH adopts the
techniques as shown in Table 1. Simultaneous RGB color sensing
can be conducted using the principle of the Fourier spectroscopy.
In OSH, when using a temporal heterodyne technique, different
temporal frequencies of respective color GZP patterns are
introduced and RGB information of the object is separated in
the temporal frequency domain. The Fourier spectroscopy is also
adopted to IDH with a two-arm interferometer. However, more
than 250 exposures are required to conduct RGB color 3D
imaging, and to reduce the number of exposures is a research
problem when the number of the wavelength bands is small.
FINCH adopts a diffractive phase lens and such a lens correctly
works for the designed wavelength. Therefore, FINCH is not
suitable for simultaneous multiwavelength measurement, and
multiple bandpass filters and diffractive phase lenses are
changed to obtain wavelength information sequentially. The
filters should be sequentially changed using a filter wheel and
this procedure loses temporal information capacity. The use of a
color camera is straightforward and effective for color
holographic imaging. On the other hand, spatial information
capacity is partly lost when using a color camera with a color-filter

FIGURE 11 |WPP array and image sensor developed. (A) Schematic of the designedWPP array and (B) photograph of the CCD image sensor developed with the
WPP array. Adapted with permission from (Tahara et al., 2020c)© AIP Publishing.
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array. COACH utilizes wavelength dependency of a diffractive
phase lens to separate wavelength information. The difference of
the PSFs between different wavelength bands is used for the
wavelength separation. FOV in the depth direction was limited
but many researches are conducted to solve the problem. The
main features of CCS-IDH are the single-path spectroscopic
holographic interferometer with a phase modulator and
wavelength separation with a small number of wavelength-
multiplexed holograms. RGB holographic imaging has been
conducted with seven wavelength-multiplexed holograms
without a mechanical movement. The number of exposures is
much less than that required for IDH adopting the Fourier
spectroscopy when conducting RGB holographic imaging.
Single-shot CCS is implemented using a WPP array, and

temporal information capacity is enhanced at the partly cost
of spatial information capacity owing to space-division
multiplexing. In comparison to IDH using an RGB color
camera, SS-CCS IDH can improve the SBWP available for
recording an RGB object wave. This is because the number of
multiplexing is reduced, and spatial density of respective phase-
shifted holograms is increased.

However, there are problems to limit the specifications of
CCS-IDH, SSPS-IDH, and SS-CCS IDH. The research topics of
CCS-IDH are described in the section 3.2.1. CCS-IDH will
proceed toward a highly stable hyperspectral holographic 3D
imaging technique and a phase modulator to enhance the
specification of the technique will be a key optical device. An
advanced signal-processing algorithm in CCS is also important to

FIGURE 12 | Experimental results. (A)Recorded hologram and (B) a wavelength-multiplexed hologram de-mosaicked from (A). (C) Intensity and (D) phase images
of the object wave on the image sensor plane at a wavelength of 618 nm. (E) Intensity and (F) phase images on the image sensor plane at 545 nm. Color-synthesized
images focused at depths of (G) 20.7 μm, (H) 23.7 μm, (I) 26.6 μm, and (J) 29.6 μm in the object plane. (K) 618 nm and (L) 545 nm components of (G). (M) 618 nm and
(N) 545 nm components of (J). Blue circles in Figure 12 highlight focused complex molecules. Adapted with permission from (Tahara et al., 2020c)© AIP
Publishing.
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enhance wavelength-sensing ability for IDH. In SSPS-IDH, a
geometric phase lens is particularly useful for constructing a
compact IDH system. A commercially available geometric phase
lens is usable for white light. However, an undesired-order
diffraction wave generated from the lens is not completely
avoidable to date. Figure 9 shows an example. The residual
light seen in the centers of Figures 9A–G is owing to the
wave generated from the lens. Developments of some
algorithms to remove such light are important to apply the
SSPS-IDH system for scientific research. In SS-CCS IDH, the
development of an advanced WPP array is important. Until now,
it is difficult to attach an image sensor and a WPP array with a
large number of cells and high spatial density.

Many IDH techniques have been proposed and developed as
listed in Table 1. Experimental demonstrations of IDH
techniques have been performed and various applications have
been indicated with experimental results. However, researches
and enhancements on IDH should be conducted toward
applications to both scientific research and industry. Firstly,
light-use efficiency should be improved toward the
applications to fluorescence, Raman scattering, or other weak-

FIGURE 15 | Experimental result. (A) Photograph of the object and
prototype of a single-shot holosensor based on SSPS. (B) Incoherent
hologram generated with an LED. (C) Reconstructed image of the object.
Adapted with permission from (Tahara and Oi, 2021)© The Optical
Society.

FIGURE 14 | Schematics of compact hologram recorders for single-shot multidimensional image sensing. The recorders are based on (A) SSPS-IDH and (B)
SS-CCS.

FIGURE 13 | Schematics of compact incoherent hologram recorders. (A) Basic concept of the ultimately compact chip-sized hologram recorder (Tahara et al.,
2015b). (B) Design of a palm-sized hologram recorder “Holosensor” based on CCS-IDH. (C) Photograph of the initially developed CCS-holosensor.
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light nonlinear microscopy, and night-vision sensor. A
polarimetric interferometer and a two-arm interferometer are
frequently adopted in IDH. However, only a quarter of the
intensity of the object wave can be utilized for the generation
of an incoherent hologram in generally proposed IDH. An
advanced optical system is effective for the improvement of
the light-use efficiency. Furthermore, in the application to 3D
fluorescence microscopy, light intensity is severely limited, and
the number of photons in hologram recording should be

considered when conducting holographic measurements. The
importance of quantum optics on weak-light holographic
sensing for the estimation of holographic measurement
accuracy (Okamoto and Tahara, 2021) will be further
increased, particularly in IDH. Image-quality improvement is
also important research theme. In IDH, visibility of a recorded
incoherent hologram decreases as the size of the object increases.
An image sensor with high dynamic range is used to obtain a
high-quality incoherent hologram. However, higher dynamic

TABLE 1 | Comparisons of various IDH. N means the number of the wavelength bands measured.

Tolerance
against
external
vibrations

Monochrome imaging Method to
obtain

wavelength
information

RGB color imaging Challenge to
spectroscopic
measurement

Spatial
information

Temporal
information

Spatial
information

Temporal
information

Optical scanning holography
Poon and Korpel. (1979), Poon
(1985)

High Dependent on
scan

Dependent on
scan

Temporal
frequency-division
multiplexing

Dependent on
scan

Dependent on
scan

Requirement of
multiple lasers

Conoscopic holography Sirat
and Psaltis (1985), Mugnier and
Sirat (1992), Mugnier et al.
(1993), Mugnier (1995)

High Difficulty in high
resolution

Several
exposures

— — — —

IDH with a two-arm
interferometer
Rotational shearing Yoshimori

(2001), Teeranutranont and
Yoshimori (2013) and Mach-
Zehnder-type Pedrini et al.
(2012), Naik et al. (2014)

Low Full bandwidth Several
exposures

Temporal
frequency-division
multiplexing

Full bandwidth More than 250
exposures

Acceleration of the
measurement

Michelson-type with a
concave mirror Kim (2012), Kim
(2013), Clark and Kim (2015)

Low Full bandwidth Several
exposures

Color camera with
a color-filter array

A quarter of full
bandwidth

Several
exposures

Requirement of
hyperspectral camera

Off-axis Michelson-type with
a concave mirror Hong and Kim
(2013)

Low A ninth of full
bandwidth

Single-shot
exposure

— — — —

Coherence holography
Takeda et al. (2005), Naik et al.
(2009) that adopts Sagnac
interferometer

High A ninth of full
bandwidth

Single-shot
exposure

— — — —

Fresnel incoherent correlation
holography Rosen and Brooker
(2007), Rosen et al. (2011),
Rosen et al. (2019)

High Full bandwidth
and PSF
improvement

Several
exposures

Use of multiple
bandpass filters

Full bandwidth 3N–4N
exposures

Requirement of
multiple filters

Fourier incoherent single
channel holography Kelner and
Rosen (2012) and single-shot
off-axis FINCH Quan et al.
(2017)

High A ninth of full
bandwidth

Single-shot
exposure

— — — —

Coded aperture correlation
holography Vijayakumar et al.
(2016), Vijayakumar and Rosen
(2017)

High Full bandwidth Several
exposures

PSF engineering
and a diffractive
phase lens

FOV limited in
the depth
direction

Several
exposures

Requirement of
additional/modified
signal processing

CCS-IDH Tahara et al. (2019),
Tahara et al. (2020b), Hara et al.
(2020), Tahara et al. (2021a),
Tahara et al. (2021b)

High — — Wavelength-
dependent phase
shifts

Full bandwidth 2N + 1
exposures

Speed and range of
phase modulation

SSPS-IDH Tahara et al.
(2017a), Nobukawa et al.
(2018), Choi et al. (2019), Tahara
et al. (2020a), Liang et al. (2020)

High A fourth of full
bandwidth

Single-shot
exposure

Color camera with
a color-filter array

A 16th of full
bandwidth

Single-shot
exposure

Requirement of
hyperspectral
polarization-imaging
camera

SS-CCS IDH Tahara et al.
(2020c), Tahara et al. (2021)

High — — Monochrome
camera with a
WPP array

A seventh of full
bandwidth

Single-shot
exposure

Development of an
advanced WPP array
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range is required to record an incoherent hologram of larger size
of the object. As another research problem, most of self-
interference incoherent DH has the problem of the depth
resolution. PSF of the IDH system is generally not the same as
that of DHwith a plane reference wave. This is because a spherical
wave whose wavefront curvature depends on the depth position
of the object point is used to generate interference fringes in IDH.
COACH can obtain higher depth resolution than FINCH and
other many self-interference IDH techniques. However, PSF
library is required in advance. Depth-resolution improvement
by a simple method will extend applicability of IDH. As a
demonstration for the applicability of IDH to depth imaging,
the generation of a depth map from the recorded incoherent
hologram(s) is also highly desired research topic. Quantitative
visualization of depth information as a depth map was not
strongly required in the field of IDH. In contrast, such a
depth map has been generated in laser DH by using
quantitative phase information and phase unwrapping. The
importance on the generation of a depth map will be
increased to indicate applicability to other research fields such
as 3D particle and flowmeasurements, 3D surface inspection, and
machine vision. The problem on the depth resolution will be
indicated when the generation of a depth map.

As an additional discussion, we analyze the composition of the
CCS-holosensor. The CCS-holosensor shown in Figure 13 is the
combinations of CH, single-path spectroscopy exploiting
polarization (Ueda and Takuma, 1984), and a PSI technique.
Instead of a Faraday rotator used in ref. (Ueda and Takuma,
1984), a liquid crystal phase retarder is utilized as a wavelength-
dependent polarization-sensitive phase modulator. Using a liquid
crystal, the CCS-holosensor can work with low voltage and without
additional controller. Instead of the use of single-wavelength PSI in
IDH, which has been successfully performed by CH and FINCH
(Mugnier and Sirat, 1992; Mugnier et al., 1993; Mugnier, 1995;
Rosen and Brooker, 2007), multidimensional-multiplexed PSI
termed CCS is adopted to conduct simultaneous
multiwavelength holographic image sensing without changing
optical filters such as color filters. The proposed CCS-
holosensor is based on many pioneers including Lohman’s idea
for the use of a birefringent dual-focus lens. Considering the
applications, the CCS-holosensor will be effective particularly
for holographic sensing of multicolor self-luminous light. This
is because one of the merits in IDH is to be able to acquire digital
holograms of self-luminous light such as fluorescence light, which
was initially performed by Poon et al.withOSH. Furthermore, CCS
can perform the recording of multicolor fluorescence light as
wavelength-multiplexed fluorescence digital holograms with a
monochrome image sensor and no change of wavelength filters.
Therefore, the CCS-holosensor will be able to work as an ultimately
compact holographic fluorescence microscopy system. As another
aspect, the CCS-holosensor can work as a compact spectroscopic

hologram recorder with self-luminous light including sunlight and
Moon light. Compact IDH systems have been proposed using
various IDH techniques, which is described in this review and ref.
(Rosen et al., 2021). It is now possible to realize portable
holographic imaging systems for sensing outdoor 3D scenes
with IDH techniques. Using CCS-holosensor, spectroscopic
holographic 3D imaging of outdoor 3D scenes will be realized
without mechanically moving parts.

We have reviewed progress on IDH with an image sensor
and its applications to microscopy and compact hologram
recorders. Improvements of specifications such as
measurement speed, image quality, and further downsizing
are important next steps in IDH. Dynamic range, sensitivity,
and low noise of an image sensor are now particularly
important to obtain an incoherent digital hologram because
the visibility and light intensity of such a hologram are lower
than those of a hologram generated with a laser. Its importance
on advanced digital signal processing techniques based on
informatics such as deep learning and compressive sensing
will also be increased (Wu et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2021).
Algorithms for accelerating holographic image
reconstruction are continuously developed and these will
lead to real-time holographic measurement (Tsuruta et al.,
2021; Shimobaba et al., 2022). Applications to the
development of multidimensional imaging and measurement
apparatus will be realized with the advancements in state-of-the
art optics, photonics, optical devices, and information science.
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